While reading

Chapters 1–3
1 There are mistakes in these sentences. Write the correct information.
   a. Dinosaurs became extinct 50 million years ago.
   b. Dr. Malcolm believes it is change, not behavior, that explains extinction.
   c. Sarah Harding thinks there could be some dinosaurs left in the world.
   d. Malcolm’s friend, Sarah Harding is a scientist who studies Indian animals.
   e. Richard Levine is a rich scientist who studies living animals.
   f. There are stories of very large living animals in Costa Rica.
   g. Nine months ago, Levine saw one of these large animals.
   h. Levine has heard that it is possible to make dinosaurs from the brain cells of dinosaurs.
   i. Dr. Malcolm went to an island in Costa Rica in 1993 and had a serious accident there.
2 Malcolm says that it is “impossible” that dinosaurs are still alive somewhere. Why does he say this? Does he really believe it?
3 Match the two parts of these sentences.
   a. The pilot doesn’t want Levine ……
   b. The government in Costa Rica destroys the dead animals quickly ……
   c. The large dead animals began appearing ……
   d. The Costa Rica government is worried ……
   e. The Costa Rica government can’t find out ……
   f. An American company called InGen was ……
   g. Biosyn is an American company which is ……
   h. Biosyn is looking for ……
   i. The pilot believes the animals come ……
   j. Levine has taken some ……
      1) on Isla Nublar for a number of years.
      2) animals in the rain forest.
      3) about five years ago.
      4) skin from the dead dinosaur.
      5) where the animals come from.
      6) to take pictures of the dead animal.
      7) from one of the islands.
      8) about a new sickness along the coast.
      9) to make sure nobody knows about them.
      10) in genetics.

4 Look at these sentences. Say who is talking and who the person is talking to. Who or what do the words in italics stand for?
   a. “There could be some left, somewhere on earth.”
   b. “Now they come to get rich.”
   c. “Levine often drives down there in his Ferrari.”
   d. “Why isn’t he here today?”
   e. “Like everything else, he wants it strong and light.”

5 Look at the map on page viii. Why does Levine start climbing when he reaches the island? Where will he be when he finishes climbing? Why would it be dangerous to be there?

6 Choose one or more of these words for each person.
   careless clever dishonest healthy messy neat rich scared tired worried
   a. Dr. Ian Malcolm: …………………
   b. Sarah Harding: …………………
   c. Richard Levine: …………………
   d. Lewis Dodgson: …………………
   e. Arby: …………………
   f. Kelly: …………………
   g. Dr. Thorne: …………………
   h. Eddy: …………………
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7 Complete these sentences in your own words.
   a. Arby helped Dr. Levine buy an old …………………
   b. Arby turns on a computer and finds thousands of …………………
   c. Malcolm is surprised when he calls Levine’s number because Thorne …………………
   d. Ed James is listening to the conversation in Levine’s …………………
   e. Thorne tells Eddie Carr that they are not going on a …………………
   f. Thorne won’t let the children go because the trip is very …………………
   g. Sarah Harding is one of Kelly’s …………………
   h. Dodgson tells Rossiter that dinosaurs can be used for …………………
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8 **Underline the correct word(s).**
   a. The middle of Isla Sorna is **higher** / **lower** than the outer part.
   b. The first dinosaurs they see on the island are the size of **chickens** / **sheep**.
   c. The men see about **forty** / **eighty** dinosaurs eating by a river.
   d. Site B is a place where dinosaurs were fed / **were made**.
   e. Arby and Kelly hid in a **cupboard** / **a toilet** in the Challenger.
   f. Arby turns on the computer in the trailer because he is **bored** / **worried**.
   g. Arby can use the computer because he guesses the correct **name** / **password**.
   h. Malcolm thinks DX is the name of a **medicine** / **sickness**.
   i. At first Arby thinks that the TV pictures of dinosaurs are **old** / **real**.
   j. Arby warns Eddie and Thorne about the **tyrannosaurus rex** / **velociraptor**.
   k. Levine thinks dinosaurs are good **killers** / **parents**.

9 **Look at these sentences. Say who is talking and who the person is talking to. Say why the person says the sentence.**
   a. “They were selling off this stuff last week.”
   b. “I’ve had a report on that skin. Richard, it may help us find Site B.”
   c. “I want to be off the ground in four hours.”
   d. “Never heard of her.”
   e. “We have company.”
   f. “I think he’ll be here somewhere.”
   g. “They’ll be mad when they find us.”
   h. “He just wanted to frighten us off.”

10 **Answer these questions.**
   a. What does Dodgson do to Sarah Harding? Why does he do it, do you think?
   b. What is a “high hide”?
   c. How do the **apatosaurs** defend themselves?
   d. What does Sarah see when she opens her eyes?
   e. How do Dodgson and Baselton get dinosaur eggs?
   f. Who do Malcolm and Amy see on the television?
   g. What does a **compy** do to Levine?

11 **Are these sentences true (T) or false (F)? Correct the false ones.**
   a. Baselton is eaten by a **compy** because he tries to take an egg from its nest.
   b. Dodgson drives away from the dinosaurs but his car goes over a hill and he falls out of the car.
   c. Eddie takes one of the baby **tyrannosaurs** to the trailer because it is dead.
   d. Sarah ties a rope round Malcolm and Thorne pulls him up to safety.
   e. Eddie falls out of the hide to the ground and is killed by the **tyrannosaurs**.
   f. Arby gets into the trailer to protect himself from the **raptors**.
   g. Kelly gets in a car with Sarah and Sarah gives her a gun.

12 **Is the right answer 1, 2 or 3?**
   a. Thorne drives into the **raptors’ nest** and …
      1) kills a **raptor**.
      2) rescues Arby.
      3) is killed.
   b. Kelly and Sarah follow the young **raptor** because the **raptor** …
      1) is chasing Arby.
      2) has hurt Arby.
      3) has a key.
   c. The **apatosaurs** are dying because …
      1) they are attacked by raptors.
      2) they ate the droppings of other dinosaurs.
      3) they were fed food that made them sick.
   d. The **maiasaurs** attack the jeep and try to open …
      1) a plastic box.
      2) the doors of the jeep.
      3) the cage with Arby inside.
   e. Sarah hears Dodgson’s voice when …
      1) she is under a car.
      2) he tries to kill her.
      3) Thorne switches on the radio.
   f. Dodgson is killed by …
      1) the parent **tyrannosaur**.
      2) the baby **tyrannosaurs**.
      3) Thorne and Harding.
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1 What happened first? Put the sentences in order and number them, 1–9.
   a Men in white uniforms burn the animal on the beach.
   b Levine leaves a message for Malcolm.
   c Levine asks Malcolm to join his expedition.
   d Levine goes to Costa Rica.
   e Malcolm tells a group of scientists that he thinks behaviour explains extinction.
   f Marty tells Levine about Biosyn.
   g A young man asks Malcolm a question about dinosaurs.
   h Levine sees a large dead animal on the beach.
   i Harding tells Malcolm about Levine.

2 Complete the sentences with a word from the box.
   factory hill restaurant school
   stream university zoo

   a Dodgson and Basleton meet Ed James in a ......................
   b Basleton works in a ......................
   c Kelly and Arby listen to Levine's talk in a ......................
   d Malcolm sent the piece of green skin to a ......................
   e Levine must go over a big ...................... when he arrives at the island.
   f Levine is near a ...................... when he sees the first dinosaur.
   g Kelly and Arby go to a ...................... to talk to Thorne.
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3 Underline the correct words.
   a Kelly finds a note / photo near the telephone in Levine's apartment.
   b Arby / Thorne helped Levine to buy an InGen computer.
   c In the 1800s people thought that dinosaurs were clever / slow.
   d Malcolm thinks that all dinosaurs are not the same / were killed by a meteor.
   e Kelly and Arby's parents said they could go on a trip near their home / on Levine's expedition.
   f Kelly is excited about meeting Harding / Malcolm.
   g Dodgson complains that people don't want to kill animals / care about dinosaurs.

4 Write right (√) or wrong (×) or it doesn't say (?)
   a Thorne thinks that Harding will come to the island soon.  √
   b Thorne, Malcolm and Eddie all have guns.  ×
   c Eddie finds a piece of Levine's bag in a stream.  ×
   d The compys are not afraid of people because they have never seen any before.  ?
   e There is a very large building in the middle of Site B.  √

5 Complete these sentences. Use one of the names below.
Arby  Eddy Carr  John Hammond  Levine  Malcolm

   a ...................... didn't want tourists to see bad dinosaur eggs.
   b ...................... finds out that the baby dinosaurs at Site B were getting sick.
   c ...................... is the first to see the dinosaurs on TV.
   d ...................... switches on the TV in the Explorer and sees a dinosaur that is coming.
   e ...................... doesn't want to be saved.
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6 Choose the correct ending to each of these sentences.

   a When Sarah takes the boat to Isla Sorna, she ......
   b Arby sees Sarah on TV when she ......
   c When Baselton is in the tyrannosaur nest, he ......
   d Eddie takes the baby tyrannosaur and ......
   e Sarah saves Malcolm because she ......
   f The raptors can't kill Arby because he ......

   1) ties a rope around him.
   2) steps on a baby.
   3) is pushed into the sea.
   4) carries it to the trailers.
   5) is in a cage.
   6) is in the trees.

7 Are these sentences true (T) or false (F)? Correct the false ones.
   a The raptors push the cage with Arby in it over a hill and Levine wants to follow them.  F
   b Kelly sees that the key to the cage is around the neck of a raptor.  T
   c Kelly shoots at the raptor three times.  T
   d Sarah throws a can with gas at the raptors and it kills them.  T
   e The maiasaurs find something to eat in the plastic box.  T